Become a Greener L.A. Champion

Gain expertise that produces results

Metro invites our partners to register for this Growing a Greener Workforce (GGW) program. With the right certifications, you will join a distinct group of Metro vendors. Make your proposals stand out. SBE, DBE, CBE and WBE firms are encouraged to enroll.

G|PRO

The Envision Rating System is an international standard for assessing the sustainability of projects across a variety of categories. This 2 half-day training provides instruction in the rating system through presentations, group exercises, and case studies. The Envision Rating System is used by Metro, the County and the City of Los Angeles. Become an Envision Specialist (ENV SP). Who should attend: planners, engineers, architects, operators, maintainers, and procurers.

G-Pro is a comprehensive green building training and certificate program developed with and for those who build and operate building infrastructure. The one day training will teach the principles of green concepts and terminology. Completion qualifies con tractors, trades, building operators and service workers for LEED pilot credit 81 under New Construction and Existing Buildings. GBCI and AIA credits are also available.

Building Resilience

Learn the skills, processes, and tools to get the most out of resilience assessments, planning, and implementation. Also learn a methodology for busting silos and unleashing the potential of buildings, organizations, and communities so they can adapt and thrive.

Building Climate Resiliency through Native Plants

Learn how to utilize drought tolerant native plants to reduce the need for irrigation while maintaining biodiversity. Also learn about selecting native plants and the challenges and opportunities related to their use.

UPCOMING CLASSES

Envision v3 | August 29-30, 2018
Aug. 29: 1-5pm
Aug. 30: 8:30am-12:30pm
At Metro Headquarters
Metro Partners: Both sessions + exam, $250
General Public: Both sessions + exam, $400
Walk-ins welcome, but registration preferred

Can’t make August? Come in September!
Envision v3 | Sept. 12-13, 2018

How to become a Metro Partner:
> register with us (metro.net/business)
> certify with us (metro.gob2g.com)

“My Envision certification enables me to provide our infrastructure clients the triple bottom line with every project from conception to completion. Our firm stands out in the bidding process for RFPs issued by municipalities and the government sector because we’re an Envision certified company.”

Michael Morrison ENV SP
Sustainability Specialist,
Alta Environmental

Visit metro.net/GGW for more information and to sign-up today